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### Title:
Bishop Shinji Amari of Abiko Baptist Church vs. Ricardo R. Villaflor, Jr.: A Philippine Legal
Discourse on Ecclesiastical Matters and Secular Judicial Intervention

### Facts:
Ricardo R. Villaflor, Jr. (respondent) was dismissed as a missionary of the Abiko Baptist
Church, which led him to file a complaint before the NLRC for illegal dismissal. Villaflor
argued he was dismissed without due process and a valid cause, insisting his removal came
after refusing to sign a resignation letter concerning the property where he constructed a
house and church building. The petitioners countered that Villaflor was initially sponsored
as a missionary by Bishop Shinji Amari in 1999 and appointed as an instructor at the Shinji
Amari & Missionary Baptist Institute and Seminary (MBIS). However, in the school year
2006-2007,  Villaflor  ceased teaching due to  logistical  issues  and refused an order  for
transfer, leading to his removal. Villaflor’s opposition to the transfer was attributed to the
construction of his personal house on land owned by BSAABC without consent. Following
unsuccessful negotiations, Villaflor was formally removed as a missionary, leading to the
case’s escalation through the legal system to the Supreme Court.

### Issues:
The  Supreme  Court  was  tasked  with  determining  whether  the  CA  erred  in  deeming
Villaflor’s dismissal as illegal despite the contention that the matter was ecclesiastical,
hinging on the existence of an employer-employee relationship between the parties.

### Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme  Court  distinguished  between  ecclesiastical  affairs  and  secular  matters,
underscoring non-interference in the former. It found the exclusion of Villaflor from the
Abiko Baptist Church and the cancellation of his ABA recommendation as ecclesiastical
matters  outside  its  jurisdiction.  However,  it  scrutinized  the  claim  of  Villaflor’s  illegal
dismissal as a missionary, requiring an assessment of the employer-employee relationship
existence. By applying the “four-fold test,” it concluded that Villaflor failed to establish such
a relationship beyond his role as an instructor, which did not sufficiency prove his claim as a
missionary. Consequently, the dispute was categorized as ecclesiastical, outside the ambit
of judicial intervention, leading to the reinstatement of the NLRC’s decision to dismiss the
case for lack of jurisdiction.

### Doctrine:
The case reiterates the doctrine that  courts  shall  not  interfere in purely  ecclesiastical
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affairs, such as church membership and governance, highlighting the separation of church
and state. Furthermore, it elaborates on the necessity of establishing an employer-employee
relationship in cases of alleged illegal dismissal, relying on the “four-fold test.”

### Class Notes:
– **Ecclesiastical Affairs vs. Secular Matters:** Distinction crucial to judicial intervention;
courts refrain from engaging in disputes pertaining to church doctrine, membership, or
governance.
– **Employer-Employee Relationship:** Must be established for labor complaints to proceed;
hinges on the “four-fold test” (selection and engagement,  payment of  wages,  power of
dismissal, and power of control).
–  **Four-fold  Test:**  A  tool  to  determine  the  existence  of  an  employer-employee
relationship, critical in illegal dismissal cases.

### Historical Background:
The  case  underscores  the  complex  interplay  between  ecclesiastical  autonomy and  the
jurisdiction of secular courts in the Philippines,  a country where church and state are
constitutionally mandated to operate independently.  This legal  contestation reflects the
broader societal discourse on the limits of religious authority and the protection of workers’
rights within religious institutions.


